National Section Summary Report for 2014
Example 1
FICE Section

Switzerland
President: Mr. Rolf Widmer

Members

100 institutional and individual members

(new members)

Activities

Internal

-

At the annual general meeting on June 13, the successful organization of the
FICE World Congress 2013 in Bern was remembered, and it was confirmed
once more that the topic of inclusion should continue to be addressed in as
comprehensive a manner as possible on both national and international
levels. FICE Switzerland in particular aims to support in an appropriate
manner the groups of young people who had participated in the Congress
and the Youth-Practice-Exchange in their continued engagement for youth
participation.

-

A board member of FICE Switzerland participated in preparing two online
publications of papers from the FICE World Congress in Bern as member of
the Editorial Board of FICE International.

-

A delegation of three persons from the board of FICE Switzerland engaged in
a number of activities of FICE International and FICE Europa. These included
the dissolution of FICE South East Europe, which had been founded in 2002,
and the admission as full members of FICE Serbia and FICE Bosnia and
Herzegowina and discussions as to the future organisation of FICE Europa. In
addition, the foundation and development of FICE Brazil was supported
intensively, with a member of FICE Switzerland representing both the
national section and FICE International opening the very successful “2nd
Seminar for the Quality of Residencial Care” on 26 and 27 September in São
Paulo in which over 450 experts from 99 municipalities in 16 States
participated, some of them having travelled nearly 3000 kilometres to do so.

-

In addition, FICE Switzerland participated in the creation of the “Safe Parks
project for Syrian refugee children in Lebanon” which will be implemented in
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2015.
-

In Switzerland, FICE participated in the further roll-out and implementation
of the Quality4Children standards, in the Rights of the Child Network
Switzerland and in a number of events in connection with juvenile justice
and its measures.

-

In addition, FICE Switzerland re-structured and –designed its website.

Projects

Public events

OR
Example 2 (as in the main report: http://www.fice-inter.net/wpcontent/uploads/2014/07/FICE-Annual-Report-for-2013.pdf)
FICE National Section:
• Organized…
• Participated in…

Country

National Section

• Published…

President’s name

• Realized…
• Implemented…
• Held…
• Members…

Internal
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